Third-degree diurnal tides are estimated from long time series of sea level measurements at three North Atlantic tide gauges. Although their amplitudes are only a few mm or less, their admittances are far larger than those of second-degree diurnal tides, just as Cartwright discovered for the M1 constituent. The tides are evidently resonantly enhanced owing to high spatial correlation between the third-degree spherical harmonic of the tidal potential and a near-diurnal oceanic normal mode that is most pronounced in the North Atlantic. By estimating the ocean tidal response across the diurnal band (5 tidal constituents plus nodal modulations), the period and Q of this mode and one nearby mode are estimated.
). The Ml.constituent consists of a cluster of small spectral lines near 1 cycle per lunar day (period about 24.84 hours). Table 1 ). Cartwright's here,his explanationis worth recalling;it requiresa brief digressioninto the theory of normalmodes.
A tide of frequencyw has a complex tidal admittance Z(w, L) at location L which can be written as an expansion of oceanic normal modes (e.g., Platzman, 1991): Figure   10 ),then the admittancesstronglysuggest that his period for this modeis too low.
A period belowthat of Q1,and possiblybelowthat of 2Q1,appearsmoreconsistent with the observed tidal admittances.An error of 10-20%in Platzman'speriodis not unreasonable given variousapproximationsmadein the original calculations(e.g., neglectof self-attractionandcrustal loading).
Modal fits
With the tidal admittance defined across the diurnal band, it is straightforward to use the formalism of Equation (1) ,m
